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systems
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Our Drive
At WEMO we believe in great partnership. Every day we strive for the highest 

achievable performance for our customers. This means that we develop an  

in-depth knowledge of your market such that can offer you a customer- 

specific solution. A solution that ensures that you can ‘win’. Winning within 

your company, winning from the competition and winning in your market.   

That‘s what drives us; to make your company a winner.    

Being able to deliver these performances means that our people are the center 

of WEMO. Openness and performing together are essential within our culture. 

We offer our people self-insight, (personal) development and a vitality program 

so that they can grow and become stronger, together. 
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Our DNA
With this drive, we are a family business in the Netherlands with more than 55 

years of experience in sheet metal processing and machine building. We develop,  

build and install fully automated production lines for punching, bending and 

joining sheet metal and coil material into a (semi-)finished product. We provide 

this for our customers all over the world. We offer a combination of standardized 

modules and customization. The standard modules provide flexibility and cost 

savings in the future, the customization provides the winning edge.    

If a technology is needed from a third party, which is part of the automation–

solution, we integrate these techniques flawlessly and take responsibility for 

the entire project as System Integrator.  

Ultimately, we deliver a production line that achieves the highest output  

and quality with the lowest cost per panel. Once this is achieved, we are fully 

certain that we will make your company a winner.
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Key benefits

   The highest production of parts per shift

  Starting from batch size 1

  No changeover time due to integrated auto tool changer

  High flexibility for future product types

  Quick response on your customer demand
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PBL-1550
for shelving systems

Technical specifications

Production speed  6 - 15 sec. / prod. Material type  Steel - SS - Aluminum

Bent width 70 - 1.500 mm / 2.75” - 60” Material thickness 0.5 - 2 mm / .020” - .078”

Bent length 300 - 2.550 mm / 12.60” - 100” Drive  Fully electric CNC-bending

Bending form examples
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ADD-ON

Extra loading 
positions
Extra loading positions perfect for Batch size 1 production.
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ADD-ON

Sheet metal 
storage system
Sheet Metal Storage System perfect for Batch size 1 production.
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ADD-ON

ADD-ON

Sheet punching

Coil punching

Coil Punching / Bending

Coil punching guarantees high productivity, and low 

costs. Side cutters in the punching station increase 

flexibility, obviating the need for coil changes and 

also increasing the availability of your line.

Sheet Punching / Bending

Sheet punching is applied when higher flexibility 

and productivity plays an important part in the 

production process. Sheet punching starts with the 

cut sheet and is carried out with the aid of 

standard thick turret tooling or special tools.
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AGV

AGV

Automated 
unloading
Automated unloading process with Automated 

Guided Vehicles for your Shelves. 

ADD-ON
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Lip bending
Automated lip bending process for your Shelves. 

ADD-ON

Longitudinal
clinching

Lip
bending

Lip
bending

Head 
clinching
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ADD-ON

Clinching
Strong corner joints and bent tube  

shapes or double-bent edges.
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ADD-ON

Angle correction 
 system
This Angle Correction System guarantees first time right production and  

perfect repeatability thanks to precise optical angle measurement.

Angle 
Measurement



Optimisation software

The WEMO modules below gives you full insight into different fa-

cets of your production proces:

 OEE calculation & reporting

 Production planning & ERP link

 Real-time operator link

 Instructions & quality management

 Traceability

 Monitoring of production parameters

 Maintenance
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Lean 4.0 software
WEMO software provide a clear and user-friendly visualisation of all relevant 

information regarding primary processes within production and the technical 

department.

ADD-ON

What’s the afford?

 Increasing delivery reliability

 Reducing the production costs per product

 Managing changeover times

 Ensuring that quality requirements are met

 Insight into energy consumption

 Predicting staffing needs

 Easy-to-read flexible planning

 Control of material use

 Paperless production environment

 Insight into production parameters 

 Significant increase in production output
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ADD-ON

Remote assistance
Sometimes help is essential. Stoppage is no option. Using the Remote Assistance  

application helps you to immediately save time and money. Because thanks to 

the accurate cameras in the AR headset, our service experts can look along with 

your op-erator. This enables solutions and advice to be offered very fast and in 

real time. A unique working method. Smart, effective and really fast. 
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Shelves 

Thanks to the strong corner joints and bent tube shapes or double-bent  

edges, our sheet metal production lines deliver shelves with an extremely

high bearing capacity. Moreover, these features ensure welcome cost savings 

and space economy. Our lines can apply information to your products, such 

as your company logo, batch number or maximum bearing capacity.



DEMO

Make your appointment with your Area Sales Manager

Your personal  
WEMO demo
We invite you for a personal WEMO demo. You will get the opportunity to have 

your product bent live by our WEMO Panel Bending Line (PBL). We can show  

you that our Panel Bending Line achieves a very high output and quality and low 

cycle times. The result is production at the lowest cost per unit. 

Your ROI  
We further underlines this with the recently developed WEMO ROI-Model. With 

this we are able to zoom in on your specific business case and gives, among  

other things, a reliable insight into the payback period in years.

There’s more
  See for yourself how the WEMO production lines are developed and  

understand why our customers speak so highly of the high quality. 

  Get more information about after sales opportunities and gain insight  

into how our service and standard modules, which are easily expandable, 

ensure that WEMO-production lines can produce for over 30 years and  

grow with our customers’ future.

  Receive a unique DEMO video of the product being bent on the  

WEMO Panel Bending Line.

“Any significant investment requires trust. We can  
tell everyone that WEMO is a reliable partner that 
provides automated production lines that realize the 
highest output and quality at the lowest unit cost, 
but we’d rather show you with our own eyes.  
At WEMO in the Netherlands. It’s also the chance  
to experience our culture, to feel that we believe 
in partnership and strive every day for the highest 
achievable performance for our customers.”

Jeff Hagelen
CEO of WEMO
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WEMO Care 
To make your business win, now and in the future, we deliver the best possible 

service. We are continuously developing our customer services so as to  

guarantee optimum operational performance throughout the entire life of  

the production line.

WEMO Care Plan
Together we create a maintenance 

strategy that focus on the productivity 

of your machines.

Upgrades & retrofits
To improve performance and product 

quality, and to increase the profitability 

of your WEMO systems.

Helpdesk-Support
Our specialists are available 24/7 to 

quickly solve problems. 

Relocations
We will take care of your complete 

relocation, from disassembly to  

commissioning.

Parts
Expert colleagues ensure timely  

delivery of our high-quality  

machine parts.

OEE / Industry 4.0
Real-time fact-based performance 

data provides insight to take targeted 

actions.

Inspections, maintenance 
and overhauls 
Regular inspections, maintenance  

and overhauls ensure optimum  

performance.

Education & training 
Our training and education ensure 

optimal deployment and output of 

your WEMO production line.



Telephone  +31 73 640 76 40  

Helpdesk  +31 73 640 76 60

Larenweg 38 

5234 KA ‘s-Hertogenbosch

info@wemo.nl  

wemomachines.com

Trusted by the best brands in the world


